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GERSTEIN AFFIDAVIT

I, Sergeant James J Geraghty, being duly sworn do depose and state the following:

That I am a State Trooper with the New Hampshire State Police and have been
employed as such since June of 1995. That, prior to my employment as a State Trooper, I
was employed as a certified full time police officer for the town of Hudson, New
Hampshire for approximately three and a half years. I am currently assigned as a
Detective Sergeant in the Major Crime Unit and have worked in that capacity since
February of 2008. I have previOus experience as a detective in the Investigative Services
Bureau assigned to the Narcotics Investigation Unit. I served in that capacity frona
September of 1997 through May 2006. I was deputized as a Federal Task Force Officer
assigned to the Northern New England H.I.D.T.A. Task Force between January of 2000
and May, of 2002. During my service with both the Narcotics Investigation Unit and the
Federal Drug Task Force, I had been engaged in the investigation of and preparation for
prosecution of offenses committed against the State of New Hampshire.

That I have personally been involved in numerous investigations varying in
magnitude and complexity from small street level offenses to major multi-state
conspiracies.

That I have received specialized training in conducting investigations from a variety
of federal and state organizations. These organizations include the New Hampshire
Police Academy, the New Hampshire State Police Narcotics Unit, The United States
Attorney's Office and the United States Drug Enforcement Administration.

That as set forth below, the factual basis for the issuance of the warrant is based upon
information obtained from my own personal knowledge, observations and beliefs;
information provided, by independent sources; my training and experience and the
experience of other law enforcement officials assigned to this investigation.

1) I have reviewed the search warrant affidavit submitted by Milford Sgt. Kevin
Furlong. Based on that I have learned:

a) At approximately 4:15 a.m., Furlong received a call dispatch for a request for
mutual aid at 4 Trow Road in Mont Vernon for a home invasion and possible
robbery. Dispatch also informed Sgt. Furlong that they had an open 911 call with
no one on the line.

b) When. Furlong arrived at the scene he was the first re 	 der. He noticed that a
light was on inside the home. He observed a fem	 inside the house
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bleeding profusely. He called for EMTs and forced his way i nto the hom eILKED DISTRICT COIJ

through the front door.

c) When he entered the home, the child told him in substance, they killed my
mommy. He noticed numerous lacerations to her face and extremities including
extremely damaged toes/foot. He carried the child outside and went back inside
to check the home for other victims or any perpetrators. He went into what
appeared to be a bedroom of the residence. He observed an adult female lying on
the bed. She was naked from the waist down and had extreme trauma to the head
and appeared to be deceased.

d) Furlong spoke to Milford Police Officer Eric Wales who stayed with the female
child while Furlong cleared the home. Officer Wales informed Furlong that the
child told him that, there were two people who came into the home, one of whom
was a bald male. She heard one of the suspects say in substance, "grab the
jewelry." During the search of the home Furlong observed a $1 bill and a glass
jewelry jar without the top in the area across from the kitchen. The child has been
transported to a hospital in Boston for treatment. The child has been identified.
She is 11 years of age.

2) Trooper Jill Rockey traveled to Boston Children's Hospital where she had contact
with the child. The child informed her that she and her mother, who has been
identified as Kimberly Cates (DOB 3/6/1967), fell asleep in her parents' bedroom
around 8:30 p.m. The child stated her mother woke up during the night and said
words to the effect, "Jamie, did you hear that?" Her mother then got out of bed and
went to the door. A man was at the door and started to attack her mother with a
weapon. The child described the weapon as a "sword." The child stated that the man
attacked her mother repeatedly with the sword and also attacked the child with the
weapon. The child pretended to be dead. The child sustained extensive injuries that
required many hours of surgery.

3) A search warrant was obtained to search 4 Trow Road, Mont Vernon. Crime scene
investigators took photographs of various areas'of the home. I have observed
photographs of the scene, including photographs of the deceased victim, Kimberly
Cates, before she was removed from the home. Kimberly sustained what appeared to
be several large larcerations to various parts of her body, including her head, arm, and
legs, as well as a number of what appeared to be stab'wounds to the torso.

4) During the search of the home, the police noticed that the screens on the basement
window were removed and the Window was broken in. In the basement, a chest was
	  pulled over to the window and there  appeared to be pine needles on the_floorThe____ 	

police also noticed in the porch area of the home, the area of the window where the
air conditioner was vented was removed so that someone could enter the home
through this window. During the search, the police also discovered that the electricity

_to_the_reasd the _ho merdncluding-the-be clr-o om-where-Kimb erly .and-the- child-were -
attacked, was off at the circuit breaker. When the investigators opened the circuit
breaker on the first floor, they noticed what appeared to be a small amount of blood
on the breakers.
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5) During the search of the vicinity of the crime scene, the police noticed fresh tire 	 rgCO

= 0-D karmtracks in an area off of the road a distance from 4 Trow Road. Trow Road is an
isolated dirt road. It had rained the day before the murder so these tracks were very

c..0
	fresh. Interviews with neighbors revealed that no one had parked there recently. The 0	 t4

tire tracks appeared as if a car had parked off of the road near some tractor 	 =0
equipment.

6) On 10/4/2009 at approximately 5:19 p.m., Amherst Police Officer Nathan Berry
observed a vehicle stopped on Northern Blvd. in Amherst. This was an area where a
number of burglaries occurred in the industrial park. Oft. Berry noted that once the
driver saw the police officer, the driver took off. The officer conducted an
investigatory stop of the vehicle in light of the suspicious activity. The officer
explained that he was concerned about the vehicle because of recent break-ins in the
area. The officer identified the driver of the vehicle as Christopher Gribble and the
passenger as Steven Spader. Gribble was driving a red 1995 Oldsmobile 4-door
Ciera, bearing NI-I registration 647031, VIN 1G3AJ55M9S6357008. The officer

iquestoned Gribble and. Spader and let them go.
.
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7) Trooper Jeff Ardini interviewed Kyle Fenton and learned the followinr g information.
Following the Amherst police stop, Gribble and Spader went to Kyle Fenton's house.
Jamie Hollins is at Fenton's home at that time. Gribble and Spader start talking to
Fenton and Hollins about the murder in Mont Vernon. Gribble and Spader tell
Fenton that they drop Billy Marks in the basement and he gets stuck in the basement.
They then open the window where the air conditioner is to gain access to the house.
They cut the power to the house. When Spader and Gribble enter the bedroom,
Spader is chopping at the bed. A child is on the bed and Gribble stabbed the child
and she falls against the window. They describe the injuries to the adult woman.
Steve and "the driver" go to the trunk of the car and show Fenton two knives. One of .
the knives is a long, thin knife with double edges. They are also talking about a
machete in the trunk but Fenton never actually sees the machete. They are talking
about how the machete is incredibly sharp. Spader says that he wants to play with the
machete. While they are all talking, Billy Marks arrives in a black Carnry. Spader
reaches into the trunk of the Oldsmobile and removes a dark blue or black bat and
hides the bat under his coat and then puts the bat into the trunk of the Camry.

8) Spader, Gribble, and Marks leave Fenton's house. Fenton and Hollins start talking
about what they just learned. They look online and watch the news and learn about
the murder in Mont Vernon that seems like it could match what they just learned from
Gribble and. Spader. Fenton was bothered by this information and told his mother.
	 Fenton's mother  then contacted the Amherst police chief.

9) Trooper John Encarnacao looks for Christopher Gribble's car at Gribble's home in
Brookline. Trooper Encarnacao did not see the car there so he went to Spader's home
in Brooldine. When he arrived there he observe the vehicle. Gribble, Spader, and
Autumn Savoy were coming out of the residence. It appeared that they were about to
leave. Trooper Encarnacao talked the three of them and Gribble consented to a
search of his vehicle. This vehicle is identified as a 1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass Cierra,
bearing NH license plate 647031. This vehicle is currently being secured at Troop B
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barracks in Milford. Spader, Gribble, and Savoy agree to come to the barracks for an
interview.

10) Trooper Eric Berube and Trooper Steve Tarr interview Autumn Savoy. Initially
Savoy tells the police that he hangs out \kith his girlfriend until 1130 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 3. Savoy's girlfriend leaves and Christopher Gribble and Steve Spader
arrive around 2:00 a.m. in Gribble's father's Oldsmobile. Gribble, Spader, Savoy
hang out in the driveway and smoke marijuana. Savoy goes into the house to sleep
and Spader and Gribble sleep in the car in the driveway. The police confront Savoy
with the fact that other witnesses have been interviewed and Savoy eventually
changes his story and admits to what happened with Gribble and Spader. Savoy tells
the police;

a) On Friday, October 2, Spader is dropped off by Gribble at Savoy's house and
Spader sleeps over Around 12:30 p.m., Gribble shows up and picks up Spader.
Spader tells Savoy that they are going to murder someone. Savoy does not
believe Spader and just thinks it is bravado: Savoy has no contact with them until
Saturday night at 11:22 pm., when James Neveau calls and asks where Spader is
because Spader owes him money, Savoy sent a text message to Spader and asked
him if he was doing "a job." By this Savoy meant to ask Spader if he was doing a
burglary or robbery or some other activity. Savoy gets a response around 130
a.m. on Sunday morning from Spader. Spader's text says words to effect, "Busy,
will hit you when I can."

b) Sunday morning at 5;24 a.m., Spader calls Savoy on his cell and tells him that he
is on the way to the house and for Savoy to be away. Spader and Gribble arrive in
the Oldsmobile. Spader and Gribble tell Savoy that they cased a house in Mont
Vernon which was in the middle of nowhere. They choose the house because it
had no security. They go to the house and open a basement window and a kid
named "Billy" goes into the basement. From the basement, Billy's job is to let
the rest of them in but Billy can't figure out to how let them in Spader breaks
into a scream porch. Spader tells Savoy he carves the word, "Die" somewhere on
the porch. Spader lets the others in Spader allows Quinn, Billy, and Gribble into
the house. The four of them search the house and go down a hall with 2
bedrooms. They go down the hallway together. They are illuminating the house
with an iPod. They search one bedroom and then enter a second bedroom and see
a woman and child sleeping in there. Spader tries to get the rest of the guys to be
quite. The mother wakes up and calls the daughter's name. The daughter
answers. The mother then says, "who's there." Spader then attacks the mother

	 	 with a machete. He is slashi_ng, and hacking at her The child tries to escape.	
Gribble grabs the child and stabs her in the right lung. He tries to stab her in the
heart through the back. After doing this, Gribble threw the child against a
window or door and she falls to the floor. Spader goes over and kicks the child in
the ribs and slashes her on the face with a machete. Someone turns the lights on
Spader tells Gribble to make sure they axe dead. Gribble checks the mother and
determines she is dead. Savoy does not know if anyone checked the girl.
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c) Spader observed a motion detector on the wall and slashes it leaving a line of
blood up the wall. They then leave the house and put the clothing they were
wearing in a trash bag. At some point during the narrative, Savoy learns that they
knew they would not leave fingerprints because they all wore gloves. While
Gribble and Spader tell Savoy this story, they show him a machete. The machete
appears clean but the sheath appears to have blood on it. They also show him
what looks like a filet knife in a sheath. That knife also appears to be clean. Also
in the trunk is a black trash bag. The bag is open and has clothing with what
appears to be blood on it in the bag. There is a work boot with what appears to
have blood on the sole. There are also two wooden jewelry boxes in the bag.
Savoy does not take the items out of the bag. Spader says they want to burn the
items in the bag at his house. Savoy says he does not want to burn them at his
house. They discuss options for disposing of the hems and Spader suggests they
dump the bag in the Nashua River. They all leave in the Oldsmobile and drive to
a parking area and they go down to the river. Savoy takes the bag and throws the
bag into the river, Savoy observes one jewelry box float away and the bag float.
He thinks that the bag sinks and they all leave and walk to the car. Spader,
Gribble, and Savoy go to the Hatch Convenience Store and got food.

d) Savoy agreed to show Trooper Tarr and Berube where he threw the items in the
river. He pointed out tire tracks and Trooper Tarr observed a trash bag stuck
against a tree a short distance down the river. Tarr recovered the bag and 2
floating wooden jewelry boxes, 2 floating sneakers, and a partially submerged
wallet. When Tarr removed the items from the bag to dry them out, lie observed a
number of items of clothing that indicated that the clothing was "Steve's
sweatshirt" and Gribble's name is on other items of clothing. The wallet had a
military dog tag with the name "David Cates" and other items with David Cates's
name,

11)1 know that David Cates is the husband of Kimberly Cates and the father of the
female child.

12) Det. John Mullen learned from the school resource officer for Amherst that Eldon
Spikes MOB 10/22/1990) had been cutting himself and trying to make a tourniquet.
Det. Mullen learned that Spikes had been threatened so the school resource officer
asked Spikes if he was willing to talk to the police. Det. Mullen learned the following
from Spikes:

a) Spikes was involved in a conversation with Billy Marks, Steve Spader, Chris
LNU, and Quinn Glover in which the murder was discussed. Spikes claimed he

words to the effect, "it was awesome when he slit the girl's throat." Spikes knew
that Chris carried a straight-bladed knife on a sheath, called his "skinning knife."
Spader said that he wanted to "do it" again. Spikes understood this to mean the
killing. They said that Billy got into the basement. Spikes went with Chris and
others went to the Pheasant Lane Mall to pawn jewelry, including rings, bracelet,
and a ring with a pearl which the pawn shop would not take. Chris was driving a
red Oldsmobile. Either Chris or Spader showed Spike a machete in the trunk of
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the Oldsmobile. It had a handle with a silver blade. It had blood on it but they
claimed that was from a WWII  incident. They talked about how the machete and
sheath had been blood soaked but they cleaned it with ammonia and bleach. They
said that there were two people attacked. They were in the last rooms the
assailants went to One of the victims said "Who's there," and the attack began.
Other then Chris saying he slit the girl's throat, no one was specific about what
injuries they inflicted. Spikes understood that the assailant's clothing was burned
and some other items were thrown into the Nashua River. Spikes said that he was
with Spad.er on Saturday evening and Spader said that Billy better not be late
because they had "business" tonight but did not elaborate on the business.

b) On Sunday evening in Glover's driveway, Spikes, Spader, Chris, Glover, and
Marks are hanging out. Spikes talked with his girlfriend. The girlfriend heard
about the rumors and asked if Billy was involved in the crime. Spikes said they
were not home last night and he is boasting about it. Glover's girlfriend then calls
Spader and gets upset with hint for killing someone. Spader has a knife, calls
Spikes a snitch, advances on Spikes, and threatens to stab him. Spikes retreats
around the car. Chris pulls out two knives and advances on Spikes. Glover
intervenes. Spikes then askiBilly Marks to take Spikes home.

13) Following the interview with Spikes, Det. John Mullen and John Smithfrom Amherst
Police Department interviewed Quinn Glover (DOB 11/13/1991) and he waived his
Miranda rights. Glover said on Saturday morning he got up, cleaned his room, and
went to Billy Marks's house. He describes going to a football game, watching a
movie on TV, and hanging out at home and falling asleep around 1:00 a.m. or 2:00
a.m. on 10/4/2009. When the police asked him about more details, he gives a
different account. He says that on Saturday night he couldn't sleep and was texting
with Steve Spader. Around 2:00 a.m. on Sunday, Spader showed up with another guy
who he didn't know. Marks is also at Glover's house. They drive around and go to
the Amherst Walrnart. Quinn stays at the car and the others go to the store. They
come back out and they are carrying a dark soft object but he does not know what it
is They are driving in a small dark 4-door car. They drive around Milford and Mont
Vernon. Glover says he is having an anxiety attack and Glover asks to get out for a
walk. The car stops on a dirt road and the car drives away. Glover claims he blind-
folds himself, smokes a cigarette, and meditates. He then walks up and down the
road and is in the woods too. The car comes back at some point. He gets back into
the car. He estimates it is around 3:00 or 4:00 a.m. at this point. He claims they go
directly back to, his house. The police ask further questions and Glover admits to
walking through the woods and walking around houses on this dirt road. He knew he

	 was in Mont Vemon—When the
indicatedhe wanted a lawyer.

14) I interviewed William "Billy" Marks with Detective Pat Webster from the Amherst
Police Department. We met with Marks when he voluntarily responded to the
barracks in Milford: Marks was read his Miranda rights, and after waiving such gave
a voluntary statement. Marks initially said in substance that he did not know what
happened in connection with the incident in Mont Vernon under investigation. Marks
then changed his story and admitted that he participated in the burglary of the subject
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residence at 4 Trow Road, and that he was accompanied by individuals he knew as
Steve Spader, Quinn Glover, and "Chris" LNU. Marks at some point received a text
message from Spader asking in substance "I'm at your house, are you clown with 	 '
this?" and met Spader, Glover, and "Chris" at the Wal Mart in Amherst Marks stated
that the four drove to the area in Chris's car and that Chris dropped Marks and the
others off at the residence, parked the car at an unknown location, and then joined the
others at the house about twenty minutes later. Marks recounted that he and the
others were all armed with knives.	 •

15)Marks stated that initially he was outside the residence acting as guard, and then
stated that someone else broke a basement window into said residence and Marks was
lowered into the basement. Marks went to access the door from basement into the
main residence, but could not do so. Marks pulled an object over to the window to
climb and get out, but was unable and was trapped in the basement for about thirty
minutes. Marks heard the other individuals break into the residence above him
through an air conditioner and shortly thereafter the other three individuals opened
the door into the basement and he joined them in the main living area

16)In the main living area, Marks and the others split up to search the house and Spader
and "Chris" LNU went together down the hall to the master bedroom. Marks went
into the bedroom to the immediate right facing the master bedroom; that adjacent
room had a computer inside. Marks believed that Glover went towards the kitchen.
While Marks was inside the bedroom, he heard Spader say in substance that nobody
was in the house. A short time later, Marks heard a female voice ask in substance
"Jaimie is that you?" Marks then heard a female voice say in substance "You don't
have to do this" and then "you're going to be o.k." Marks heard several thumping
noises originating from the bed, and a short time later Spader called Marks into the
bedroom. Marks entered the master bedroom and attempted to turn on the lights but
the power had been cut. Marks believed that Glover went up the hall and turned the
residence power back on When the lights came on, Marks saw Spader standing on
the right side of the bed and "Chris" on the left side, and saw a woman lying on the
bed and a girl lying on the floor near a sliding glass door. Both the woman and the
girl had multiple obvious injuries aid appeared to be dead. Marks then said he turned
and left the room. Marks stated that Spader and Chris stayed in the room for about
five minutes longer and then left the residence. All four subjects walked to Chris's
car, stripped off their clothing, put the clothes in the trunk, and left the area Chris
then drove them back to the Wal Mart in Amherst and Marks got in his car and went
home	 .

tervieernin	 win by the_undered,Marlccnchlesiti iathe_hacLmeLwi.th__	
Slater on Thursday prior to the crimes in question and had driven out to Mont
Vernon. While there, they discussed burglarizing a house on Trow Road. He
identified that residence as adjacent to the residence ultimately broken into. Marks
then recounted in substance the same events as before regarding the entry into the
subject residence, but added that he saw Spader with a machete prior to and during
the entry into the residence. Marks further stated that he and the three others all
entered the master bedroom, Spader and "Chris" approached the bed while Spader
used the light from an I-Pod as a light; Marks and Glover remained by the bedroom
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door. Marks believes that Spader said that nobody was in the house, and they all start
talking loudly and Spader. tries to quiet them down. The woman then asks, "Jaimie, is
that you?" and Spader immediately attacks her with the machete, chopping at her with
that weapon. Marks said that it was too dark to see what exactly was going on but
was aware that Spacler and "Chris" both are attacking people on the bed. Marks hears
a loud noise, Spader asks, "what was that?," and "Chris" replies that the girl hit the
sliding glass door. When the lights come on, Marks sees Spader nears the•bed and a
girl lying by.the sliding door, apparently dead and bleeding. The next day, Marks met
with Spader and "Chris," and the two were joking about the previous night's crime.
Marks al.so relayed that about a week before the burglary, he, Spader, and. Chris had
discussed conducting burglaries and had stated that if they ever encountered someone
home they would kill them.

18) TFC John Encamacao and Trooper Jeff Ardini interviewed Christopher Gribble.
Gribble waived his Miranda rights. He initially denied any involvement in the
burglary and murder. He claimed that he was hanging out all day on Saturday,
October 3 with Billy Marks and Spader. He thinks that they went to area yard sales.
They went to Walmart around midnight. They then went back to Savoy's between
1:30 and 2:00 a.m. in 	 Spader and maybe Marks were with him. They stayed
at Savoys and watched T.V. for several hours. After watching TV until around 5:30
to 6:00 am:, he and Spade!' go out to Gribble's car and sleep there for the rest of the
night. Later in the day on Sunday they went to more yard sales but he could not
identify any of their locations. Between the yard sales he bought about $20 worth of
jewelry. He acknowledged that he and some other friends went to the mall and
pawned the jewelry at CEA 4 Gold at the Pheasant Lane Mall in Nashua on October
4th- They received $130. Gribble said that no one else uses his car and it had not
been out of his sight. Gribble then began to provide additional details about where he
claimed he was on Saturday, October 3. These details are different from the earlier
version of his account of his whereabouts on October 3. Gribble then says he doesn't
remember the last few days well He said they just drove around. At some point they
stopped and may have backed into a dirt driveway near a farm and there was a tractor
nearby. He said that he and Spader relieved themselves but then left. They drive
around aimlessly until 1:30 to 2;00 a.m. and then go to Savoy's home. He
acknowledged having knives. When Gribble was confronted about the status of the
investigation he did not respond. Trooper Encarnacao asked him if he had any
response and he stated words to the effect that he did not want to talk any more.

19) Trooper Encamaca.0 and Trooper Ardini left the room. Trooper Encarnacao returned
a while later and informed Gribble that he was not free to leave because the police

-.	 "	 &,Meo,

sample. Trooper Encarnacao waited with Gribble. Gribble began to initiate
conversation with Trooper Encarnacao. Trooper Encarnacao answered a number of
questions that Gribble posed about different types of murder including the difference
between capital murder and first degree murder. Gribble eventually volunteered that
he wanted to tell Trooper Encarnacao what happened. Trooper Encamacao again left
the room and returned a short while later. Trooper Encarnacao readministered
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Miranda warning to Gribble and Gribble waived his rights and agreed to talk to the
police. Gribble provided the police with the following information in substance:

a) He told the police that these crimes were a conspiracy. He said that he had been
friends with Spader for a long time Gribble described himself and Spader as
sociopaths. He said that Spader had been a member of the gang, the Crips.
Gribble said that within the last week they had robbed a house near Spader's
home for items, which they pawned at a pawn shop in Milford.

b) They began to run low on cash so they planned another robbery. He said that
Spader and Billy Marks had located a house in Mont Vernon in a remote location.
Spader and Gribble agreed that they would break into that house and that if
anyone was home they would just kill the people in the home for fun. Gribble
acknowledged that Spader, Billy Marks, and Quinn Glover were all part of the
plan. They all knew that the plan was to break into the house and kill anyone if
there were residence home. The plan was that Autumn Savoy would be their
alibi.

c) Gribble and Spader met Marks and Quinn at Walmart and then they drove to
another location and all 4 changed into other clothing. Gribble was driving a red
1995 Oldsmobile 4-door Ciera, bearing NH3 registration 647031  They then drove
to the location of the place they were going to rob. Gribble dropped the other
three men off and then parked the car down the hill near the location of a tractor.
Gribble then went up the hill where he met the others. They looked for a possible
way to enter the home. Gribble cut the screens into the basement and tried to
remove the window frame but ended up breaking the window. They then lowered
Billy Marks into the basement but Marks could not allow them into the house.
They eventually helped Marks out of the basement.

d) Gribble then decided to enter the house through the area where the air conditioner
was in the window. Spader entered the home first and let the others in When
they entered the home, Spader was armed with a machete and Gribble was armed
with a long thin knife with a handle and sheath. Spader and Gribble went down
the hallway to a bedroom door that was closed, Marks and Glover followed.
When Spader opened the door, he said that there were people in the room. The
others thought he said that there were no people home so they started talking
louder.

e) A woman then woke up and said words to the effect, "Jamie is that you?" Spader
then approached one side of the bed and Gribble approached the other side.

light but they had turned off the electricity in the circuit breaker before they went
down the hall. Spader then started hacking at the woman. The child jumped up
over her mother and Gribble stabbed the girl in the face and in the chest. Gribble
tried to stab the girl in the heart to kill her He then threw her against the glass
door. Gribble assumed the girl was dead. The mother was still gurgling. Gribble
stabbed the mother in the neck and chest to try to kill her Spader then went over
to the girl and kicked her with his boot and gave her a whack with the machete.
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f) After the murder, Gribble, Spader, and the others searched the home for jewelry
and other items to steal.. They then went back to the car. They reinoved their
clothing and put it in a bag in the trunk. They wiped the knives off on a Burger

King bag. After dropping Marks at Wahnart, the others went to Savoy's house
and stayed there for the rest of the night.

g) The next morning Savoy came up with the idea to throm the stuff in the bag into
the river. During the day on Sunday Spader told Jamie Hollins all of the details of
the murder because he trusted him. Cnibble also admitted that they had an
encounter with Eldon Spikes and had threatened him on Sunday. They showed a =7J
number of people the knives on Sunday but then became concerned that so many 	 C9 ca
people knew so they cleaned the knife and the machete and sheaths with bleach
and alcohol and then buried the knives in the woods. The buried the knives
together with some jewelry (pearls) which they could not pawn and some iPods. 	 c-)
Gribble used a military shovel he had in the trunk of his car. e.,

h) After this, they all went back to Savoy's house. They checked in the Nashua
Telegraph online about the status of the case and learned that the girl was still
alive. Spader and Savoy were giving Gribble a hard time for not killing the girl.
Spade'. said, "At least I killed my bitch."

i) Gribble stated that he and Spader planned to kill the victims, they agreed to kill
them because it was easier to kill anyone in the home. Gribble told the officers .
that he had wanted to kill someone for a long time Gribble said that he was
disappointed that he did not feel any emotion after the murder. He said, "It's cool
because it is different." Gribble stated his only reget was the he did not kill the
child because she now had to live with this Gribble stated that if he realized that
she was alive he 'would have killed her,

20)After Gribble provided this information, he agreed to show the detectives where he
and Spade'. buried the weapons. Trooper Encamcao and a number of officers
accompanied Gribble to an area where Gribble directed them. The officers found a
machete, knife, sheaths, iPod, and a pearl necklace buried about 6 inches in the
ground. The police seized this evidence.

21) Sgt. Steve Puckett and Trooper Jeff Ardini interviewed Steven Spader. Spader
waived his Miranda rights and told the police in substance that he did not commit the
charged crimes, that he did not know who, did it, that whoever did it should get the
death penalty. He also stated that on October 4 he was at the Pheasant Lane Mall in
Nashua with Christopher Gribble while he pawned jewelry. Spader then in substance
invoked his right to counsel. 

22) Lt. James White contacted Det. Stacey Howe of the Manchester Police Department
and asked him to check the Cash 4 Gold pawn shop at the Mall of New Hampshire.
Det. Howe learned that Christopher Gribble pawned a number of items of jewelry on
10/4/2009 around 4:00 p.m. at the outlet in the Pheasant Lane Mall. Le White
contacted the Nashua Police Department who went to Cash 4 Gold at the Pheasant
Lane Mall and recovered the jewelry pawned by Gribble on 10/4/2009.
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23) Deputy Chief Medical Examiner Dr. Jennie Duval performed an autopsy on
Kimberly Cates on October 5, 2009. She determined that the cause of death was
rn.ultiple sharp injuries to the head„ neck, torso, left arm and left leg. She determined
that the manner of death was homicide. She concluded that the weapon or weapons
which inflicted me injuries were heavy and sharp.

24) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Steven Spader (DOB
11/9/1991) committed the crime of First Degree Murder, in that acting in concert with
and aided by, Christopher Gribble, Spader purposely caused the death of Kimberly
Cates by cutting her in the head, torso, arms and/or legs.

25) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Steven Spader (DOB
11/9/1991) committed the crime of Conspiracy to Commit First Degree Murder, in
that with the purpose that the crime of First Degree Murder, a crime defined by
statute, be committed, Spader agreed with Christopher Gribble and other persons to
commit First Degree Murder, and one or more of the co-conspirators committed one
or more of the following overt acts in furtherance of the conspiracy:

a), Spader drove Gribble, William Marks, and Quinn Glover to the area of 4 Trow
Road in Mont Vernon; or

b) Spader armed himself with a machete; or

c) Gribble armed himself with a knife; or

d) Gribble, Spader, Glover, and Marks entered 4 Trow Road; or
MILFORD DSTRiCT COURT•

e) Spader hit Kimberly Cates with a machete; or

f) Gribble stabbed Kimberly Cates with aknife.

26) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Steven Spader (DOB
11/9/1991) committed the crime of Attempted Murder in that with the purpose that
the crime of murder be committed, Spader struck JC (a minor) with a machete, which
under the circumstances as he believed them to be, was an act constituting a
substantial step toward the commission of the crime of murder. -

27) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Christopher Gribble
(DOB 10/18/1989) committed the crime of First Degree Murder in that, acting in
concert with and aided by, Steven Spader, Gribble purposely caused the death of
Kimberly Cates by cuffing her in the head, torso, arms and/or legs.

28) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Christopher Gribble
0	 .".**	 I Li	 ui iitTiDj ee

Murder, in that with the purpose that the crime of First Degree Murder, a crime
defined by statute, be committed, Crribble agreed with Steven Spader and other
persons to commit First Degree Murder, and one or more of the co-conspirators
committed one or more of the following overt acts in furtherance of the conspiracy:

a) Spader drove Gribble, William Marks, and Quinn Glover to the area of 4 Trow
Road in Mont Vernon; or

JAN-05-2010 08:51
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b) Spader armed himself with a machete or

c) Gribble armed himself with a knife; or

d) Gribble,-Spader, Glover, and Marks entered 4 Trow Road; or

e) Spader hit Kimberly Cates with a machete: or

f) Gribble stabbed Kimberly Cates with a knife.

29)Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Christopher Gribble
(DOB 10/18/1989) committed the crime of Attempted Murder in that with the
purpose that the crime of murder be committed, Gribble cut JC (a minor) with a knife,
which under the circumstances as he believed them to be, was an act constituting a
substantial step'toward the commission of the crime of murder.

30)Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Quinn Glover (DOB
11/13/1991) committed the crime of Burglary in that he entered the occupied
structure, which was the dwelling of Kimberly Cates and others, at 4 Trow Road in
Mont Vernon at night, to wit the entry occurred at or before 4:00 a.m., with the
purpose to commit a crime therein and the premises was not opened to the public and
Glover was not licensed to privileged to enter.

31)Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Quinn Glover (DOB
1. 1/13/1991) committed the crime of Conspiracy to Commit Burglary of an occupied
dwelling in the , nighttime, in that with the purpose that the crime of Burglary, a crime
defined by statute, be committed, Glover agreed with Steven Spader, Christopher
Gribble, 'and William Marks to commit Burglary, and one or more of the co-
conspirators committed one or more of the following overt acts in furtherance of the
conspiracy:

a) Spader drove Gribble, William Marks, and Quinn Glover to the area of 4 Trow
Road in Mont Vernon; or

b) Spader armed himself with a machete; or

Gribble armed himself with a knife; or

d) Gribble, Spader, Glover, and Marks entered 4 Trow Road; or

e) Spader hit Kimberly Cates with a machete; or

f) Cyribble stabbed Kimberly Cates with a knife.

•
-rm.=	 -8_ .t. 2-44	 -

11/13/1991) committed the crime of Armed Robbery, in that, acting in concert with
and aid by Steven Spader, Christopher Crribble, and William Marks, Spader and
Gribble used physical force against Kimberly Cates while in the course of committing
a theft and Kimberly Cates was aware of such force, and Spader and Gribble were
actually armed with a deadly weapon, to wit a machete and a knife.

33) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that William Marks (DOB
8/3 0/1991) committed the crime of Burglary in that he entered the occupied structure,
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which was the dwelling of Kimberly Cates and others, at 4 Trow Road in Mont
Vernon at night, to wit the entry occurred at or before 4:00 a.m., with the purpose to
commit a crime therein and the premises was not opened to the public and Marks was
not licensed to privileged to enter.

34) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that William Marks (DOB
8/30/1991) committed the crime of Conspiracy To Commit Burglary 01 an occupied
dwelling in the nighttime, in that with the purpose that the crime of Burglary, a crime
defined by statute, be committed, Marks agreed with Steven Spader, Christopher
Gribble, and Quinn, Glover to commit Burglary, and one or more of the co-
conspirators committed one or more of the following overt acts in furtherance of the
conspiracy:

a) Spader drove Gribble, William Marks, and Quinn Glover to the area of 4 Trow
Road in Mont Vernon; or

ECEIVED-,b) Spader armed himself with a machete; or

c) Gribble armed himself with a knife; or

d) Crribble, Spader, Glover, and Marks entered 4 Trow Road; or

e) Spade'. hit Kimberly Cates with a machete; or

f) Gribble stabbed Kimberly Cates with a knife.

35) Based on the foregoing there is probable cause to believe that Willi2un.Marks (DOB
8/30/1991) committed the crime of Armed Robbery , in that, acting in'concert with
and aid by Steven Spader, Christopher Gribble, and Quinn Glover, Spader and
Gribble used physical force against Kimberly Cates while in the course of committing
a theft and Kimberly Cates was aware of such force, and Spader and Gribble were
actually armed with a deadly weapon, to wit a machete and a knife.
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